MOBILE LITERACY FOR OUT-OF-SCHOOL CHILDREN PROJECT IN THAILAND
THE OBJECTIVE

4,000 DISADVANTAGED CHILDREN OBTAIN THE BASIC LITERACY AND NUMERACY SKILLS AT COMMUNITIES LEARNING CENTERS/SCHOOLS

100 TEACHERS ARE TRAINED AND CONNECTED
THE MOBILE LITERACY FOR OUT-OF-SCHOOL CHILDREN IN THAILAND

PROJECT SITES

Mae Sot district, Tak Province

Kanchanburi

Samutsakorn

Ranong

60 SCHOOLS/LEARNING CENTRES
THE MOBILE LITERACY FOR OUT-OF-SCHOOL CHILDREN IN THAILAND

THE PROJECT CONCEPT

4 children per a tablet (Flexibility)

Windows tablets
THE PROJECT CONCEPT

TV satellite and pocket Wi-Fi by True Corporation

• +50 Educational channels
• DLTV channels
• True Click Life Contents
• Unlimited data 4G (school time only)
THE PROJECT CONCEPT

Contents

“LearnBig” preloaded application in every tablets
http://www.learnbig.net/ (under development)
Open platform for over 700 educational resources
in Thai and Myanmar Languages. Tracking system
to track all books have read.

www.emescn.net
Educational Material Resources for Migrants, Ethnic
minorities and Stateless children
THE PROJECT CONCEPT

Contents

MS Office to improve capacity building of teachers and Game application.
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